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Abstract. BitTorrent, which is one of file sharing softwares using peer-to-peer (p2p),
has one problem that its users called “free-riders” are reluctant to upload data. An
effective piece diffusion method considering Peer Join and Leave called “PDJL” has been
proposed, which could help to solve the problem. However, PDJL does not make effectively
utilize the broadband upload bandwidth of high performance peers. This paper proposes
an incentive based piece diffusion method considering peer performance in BitTorrent.
In the proposed scheme, high performance peers send many pieces and efficiently spread
the pieces. The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated through simulation
experiments.
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1. Introduction. BitTorrent, which is one of file sharing softwares using peer-to-peer
(p2p) [1], aims to share files between general users called “peers” by sending files in
units called “piece” and provide major free software and open source software, music,
movies, commercial applications. One problem of BitTorrent is that its users called “free-
riders” [2] are reluctant to upload data in BitTorrent. Studies have been conducted
on a reputation-based incentive mechanism (RBIM) [3,4], which could help to solve the
problem. A reputation value is a numerical value of the degree of contribution to the
network from the past transmission and reception amount of each peer. By allowing the
peer having the higher reputation value to get the intended piece more preferentially,
RBIM can give peers an incentive to upload much more pieces. However, in RBIM, pieces
spread slowly since the download request from new peers will be rejected. There is a
method called “PDJL” [5], which is a modified version of RBIM. In this study, we aim
to improve the efficiency of downloading pieces using modified PDJL. In the simulation
experiments, we demonstrated that downloading speed is faster in our proposed method
than in PDJL. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines algorithms
used in BitTorrent. In Section 3, we describe the proposed scheme based on PDJL and
three download request transmission algorithms. In Section 4, the experimental results
are reported in detail. Finally, this paper closes with conclusions and ideas for further
study in Section 5.

2. BitTorrent. BitTorrent uses piece selection algorithms and choke algorithms that
adopt ideas of Tit for Tat.

2.1. Piece selection algorithms. The order of the pieces to be downloaded affects
the download efficiency. In BitTorrent, the download order is determined by four piece-
selection strategies. The first piece selection strategy is the intensive strategy. This is the
top priority strategy among piece selection algorithms, which means to concentrate on
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Figure 1. Splitting pieces

Figure 2. Rare piece strategy

one piece. In BitTorrent, one piece is divided into multiple sub pieces for every 16k bytes
and then downloaded as shown in Figure 1.

Users download sub pieces from other peers and complete one piece. The second piece
selection strategy is the rare piece strategy, in which users download the most rare piece
among the pieces other peers have, as shown in Figure 2.

When a peer holding the rare piece leaves, there is a possibility that other peers cannot
acquire the piece since other peers do not have the piece. Therefore, this is a strategy to
disperse rare pieces. However, there is a case in which rare piece priority strategy cannot
be applied. The third piece selection strategy is random strategy. That is right after the
BitTorrent client is started. Immediately after starting the BitTorrent client, users have
nothing to upload. Therefore, users cannot upload any pieces to other peers at all. In
order to upload pieces to other pieces, users must get a complete piece so that it could be
uploaded. However, in the rare piece priority strategy, because there are few peers with
rare pieces, a new peer cannot download a rare piece from other peers at the same time
and transfer efficiency gets worse. On the other hand, even if users download a piece that
many peers have, users cannot upload the piece to other peers because every peer has
the same piece. Therefore, a new peer uses the random strategy, which is the third piece
strategy. The random strategy is used until the first piece is completed, and then the
rare piece strategy is used. The fourth piece selection strategy is the End-Game model.
If users try to download the last sub piece from a peer with narrow network bandwidth,
there is a problem that downloading will be delayed. In order to avoid it, a user requests
to download the last sub pieces to all the connected peers, as shown in Figure 3. When a
user receives all sub pieces, a user sends a download cancel request to the peers to which
the download request was sent, and ends the download.

2.2. Choke algorithms. Choke algorithms adjust the balance between supply and de-
mand of files. BitTorrent uses two choke algorithms. The first choke algorithm is the
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Figure 3. End-Game model

Figure 4. Choke algorithm

basic choke algorithm. A peer uploads pieces to a certain number of peers (unchoked
state). Consider the case that the number of unchoked peers is four. The choice of the
peers to be put in the unchoked state is determined by the contribution amount. A peer
uses the contribution amount for the past 30 seconds. A peer unchokes the three peers
with a large contribution amount. The second choke algorithm is the optimistic choke
algorithm. A peer randomly unchokes another peer. A peer changes peers to unchoke
every 30 seconds. By choosing the peers randomly, the user can upload the rare pieces to
the peers with low contribution amount, as shown in Figure 4.

3. Proposed Scheme. In the proposed scheme, download efficiency is increased using
modified PDJL. In this section, we detail the proposed scheme.

3.1. Piece diffusion method considering peer join and leave. In PDJL, a new peer
downloads a rare piece from the adjacent peers, which enables the new peer to efficiently
exchange piece with other peers from the beginning. The rarity Np(t) of piece p at time
t is expressed as follows

Np(t) = nump(∆t)/∆t (1)

nump(∆t) is the total number of requests from the neighboring peers to piece p at ∆t.
The last peer preferentially uploads a rare piece to new peers, as shown in Figure 5.

If the last peers leave, a rare piece can be dispersed.
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Figure 5. Exchange piece of a new peer

Figure 6. A choke algorithm considering the number of owned pieces

PDJL uses a threshold and reputation value when requesting the download of pieces.

Rij =
arctan(Maxflow(j, i)) − arctan(Maxflow(i, j))

2π
(2)

Tij = X2

j − α (3)

where Rij is the reputation value for piece requester j seen from the piece provider i. Tij

is the threshold of piece requester j. Download request of piece requester j is sent to piece
provider i when Rij is greater than Tij as shown in Figure 6.

Peers are divided into two groups: normal performance peers and high performance
peers. The thresholds of all peers are unified. Therefore, high performance peers are
faster in getting all pieces and leaving the network than normal peers. So PDJL does not
make effectively utilize the broadband upload bandwidth of high performance peers.

3.2. Modified PDJL. We aim to improve the efficiency of downloading pieces through-
out the network. Our suggestions are setting the threshold by peer performance. In order
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to effectively utilize the upload bandwidth and the download bandwidth of high perfor-
mance peers, set the threshold for high performance peers higher than normal performance
peers, which could enable high performance peers to spread more pieces throughout the
network and eliminate the difference in piece acquisition completion time with normal
performance peers. In the previous study, what is not clear is how a peer picks out other
peers he needs at random on purpose. So, we created three methods in the study. The
first method is a random selection, which randomly selects peers who have piece he wants.
The second method is an unchoke selection, which selects peers he contributed to. The
third method is a request-based number selection, which selects peers with few requests
from other peers.

4. Experiment.

4.1. Conditions of simulation and parameter setting. Network in simulation of
this study consists of normal peers and free-riders according to [3-8], in which 800 new
peers join 200 existing peers. The simulator of this study generates detachment only after
the participation of peers has ended while repeating the joining and leaving of peers. The
simulation time is called round. One round is two seconds. Table 1 shows the parameter
settings.

Table 1. Parameter settings

The number of existing peers 200
The number of new peers 800
The number of seeders 200
The number of pieces 4000
Simulation time: round 2 seconds
Refreshing cycle of connection 150 rounds
Maximum number of connections 50
Maximum number of download requests 10
Maximum upload bandwidth of high
performance peers

5 pieces/round

Maximum download bandwidth of high
performance peers

10 pieces/round

Maximum upload bandwidth of normal
performance peers

1 piece/round

Maximum download bandwidth of normal
performance peers

3 pieces/round

The number of high performance peers:
The number of normal performance peers

3 : 7

Limiting factor of normal performance peers 0.6
Limiting factor of high performance peers 0.4
Proportion of free rider 30%
Proportion of upload rejection by free rider 80%
The average arrival rate 0.25

4.2. Experimental result. Based on the simulation environment described above and
parameter settings, the results of the average completion round of normal peers, average
completion round of high performance peers, average completion round of normal perfor-
mance peers, a complete round of normal peers by the simulation experiment are shown
Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4.
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Table 2. Random selection

PDJL
Proposed
method

Average completion round of normal peers 2550 2388
Average completion round of high performance peers 1863 2266

Average completion round of normal performance peers 2550 2358
A complete round of normal peers 5707 5641

Table 3. Unchoke selection

PDJL
Proposed
method

Average completion round of normal peers 2628 2399
Average completion round of high performance peers 1942 2391

Average completion round of normal performance peers 2335 2311
A complete round of normal peers 5665 5471

Table 4. Request-based number selection

PDJL
Proposed
method

Average completion round of normal peers 1637 1980
Average completion round of high performance peers 2194 2033

Average completion round of normal performance peers 2005 1928
A complete round of normal peers 7120 6057

As shown in Tables 2 and 3, average completion round of high performance peers gets
worse. However, average completion round of normal peers and a complete round of
normal peers and average completion round of normal performance peers are reduced.
As shown in Table 4, average completion round of normal peers gets worse. However,
average completion round of high performance peers and a complete round of normal
peers and average completion round of normal performance peers are reduced. Therefore,
these results show our proposed method improves the efficiency of downloading pieces
throughout the network.

5. Conclusions. In this paper, we have proposed a scheme based on PDJL to improve
the efficiency of downloading pieces and have confirmed its effectiveness. The proposed
scheme can provide pieces to many normal peers and speed up a complete round of
normal peers in each download request transmission algorithm. In addition, we show the
superiority of the modified PDJL by simulation experiments of thousands of peers. Future
work includes a detailed reputation of the proposed scheme in largescale p2p networks.
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